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Selected consumable prices for the months September 2021 
(Selected Addis Ababa retail outlets) 

 
 
In this time of COVID19 and other crises, the EU Delegation is collecting basic food prices to assess 
monthly price variation and the economic impact. Taking serious precautionary measures not to 
contract the highly spreading COVID-19, this month prices were collected from two markets (see 
below): 

• Shola market, Yeka sub city, major retail outlets in northeastern Addis Ababa. 

• Gerji market, bole sub city, major retail outlet in eastern Addis Ababa 
 
For vegetables, prices were also collected from Gullele, major fruits and vegetables wholesale outlet 
(transferred from Piazza then Jan-Meda now Gullele), but being a wholesale, those prices are only 
analysed to ascertain the margins that retailers set after moving the products to the different corners 
of Addis Ababa.   However, we note that this price build up is requiring a detailed investigation as final 
consumer prices include the buying price at Gullele wholesale market, the loading cost, the transport 
cost from Gullele to retailing point, the unloading cost at retailing point and finally the retailers margin.  
That type of study would prevent to allocate the price difference to the sole responsibility of the 
retailers’ margin. 
  
The measure of an average food basket was not possible as there are no available descriptions of the 
quantity used for the published food basket.  Therefore, the data collected is for internal monitoring 
use and in any case does not compare to the official information released by the Central Statistics 
Agency (CSA), which can be accessed at http://www.csa.gov.et/.   The last information bulletin of the 
“Country and regional level consumer price indices (cpi)” measuring inflation was released for the 
month of June 2021 
 

Price trends for the month (see table below) 
As per our survey, the sum of the unit prices for the commodities monitored have stabilized and even 
slightly decrease of 8 Birrs with a total of 1343 Birr.  This stabilisation masks great price variation for 
each commodities monitored.  This total is 40% higher than the price monitored in September 2020 
(year to year) and 53.3% higher than our initial price monitoring on 30th March 2020. 
 
Specific price observations this month are:  
 

o As reported last month, wheat importation is underway. That might have helped wheat retail 

price to remain stable. 

o Though high quality tef can fetch prices higher than those reported here, due to availability of 

lower quality classes of tef to which the majority of consumers are shifting, tef average retail 

price also stayed where it was last month.  

o Retail price of good quality coffee beans has continued showing an upward trend (average of 

Birr 305 this time). There the importance of the low grade coffees on the market (selling 

between Birr 210 to 250/kg)  has maintained average coffee price at last month’s level  

o Another paradoxically increasing price is that of onions. It has moved to Birr 50/kg from the 

30/Birr a kg average price it was selling last month. Onions fetching less than that are of 

extremely poor quality (small in size, partly rotten or germinating, etc.). 

o Though one can buy for Birr 280/kg poor quality beef from Kebele administered butcheries, 

from butcheries frequented by the ordinary citizen a kg of meat was in average birr 380/kg 

this month less of Birr 33 from last month reflecting an adequate supply. One should note 

here that, raw consumed meat at meat vending restaurants has reached birr 800-1000/kg. 

http://www.csa.gov.et/
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o Due to the importation of cooking oil (see last month’s report) and supply to the market and 

the seizing of some unreasonably stocked consignment and distribution to the market cooking 

oil price has come down from the birr 130/litre retail price to birr 110/litre this month.  

o This month we noted one failed price control system with lentils with a limit price of 85/kg 

imposed by the Woreda. In response, retailers removed available lentil stock to from the 

shelves creating scarcity while selling the little quantity available at 115/kg to known 

customer.  

o Finally sugar is reported becoming in short supply at the time of closing our price collection 

survey.  

 
Notes of interest – sector up date  
 
This update is review of information, news and analysis posted by local media (mainstream and 

digital) and newspapers during the month in reference. This note is for highlighting sector contexts 

and headlines for internal use. 

• Grain crops. Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) stated that more than 34.2 million MT of grain crops 

have been harvested during the 2020/21 (2013 E.C) Meher (main rainy season). The harvest has 

shown an increase of 12 million MT compared to the reference 2011 Meher cultivation period. 

According to the Ministry, the national agricultural productivity has shown an annual increase of 

5.3%0 from 2011-2020/21. (Walta, 10 September 2021). 

 

• Surface cultivated.    According to the MoA, out of the planned 13.2 million ha, some 12.2 million 

ha have been covered with various crops during the current year’s Meher season in Ethiopia, and 

farming activities have been well underway across the nation, except in some parts of the country 

that suffered security problems. The Ministry elaborated that the remaining one million ha will be 

planted with crops like chickpea, vetch, lentil and red beans after the rainy season, as they can 

cope with the residual moisture. According to the Ministry, the cultivation plan took into 

consideration the nation’s annual need, export, and the capacity to develop as well as provision of 

agricultural inputs. As the weather has been favourable and adequate agricultural inputs made 

available on time, the nation expects better production this 2013/14 E.C harvesting season (ENA, 

18 September 2021). 

 

• Food prices. The rising cost of living in Ethiopia has been affecting the majority of Ethiopians, 

affecting their lives in different ways. The issue has now become a concern for human rights 

organizations in Ethiopia. The Ethiopian Human Rights Commission said, price hiking is affecting 

the rights of citizens to have adequate food. Furthermore, the commission said that it is affecting 

other economic and social rights of citizens.  However, the commission is appreciative of the 

measures taken by the government to ease the situation. In the midst of the spiralling cost of living 

that affected the absolute majority of Ethiopia with meagre income, the Federal government 

introduced measures like allowing duty-free imports for food items and easing value-added tax for 

food produced locally. Despite all that, many still live under challenging circumstances.  There have 

been reports that, in many cases, the rise in the cost of living across Ethiopia are linked to price 

gouging and other forms of sabotage. Federal and regional levels of government have been taking 

measures to discourage businesses engaged in artificially manipulating prices. 

 

• Price control. The Ministry of Trade and Industry (MoTI) suspended the licenses of 80,641 

businesses on allegations of involvement in illegal activities and price gouging. An additional 520 

businesses have had their licenses revoked while 2,230 are to undergo legal proceedings. Included 

on the list of allegations are hoarding foreign currency, unreasonable price increments, and 

allegedly providing support to the armed forces operating out of Tigray Regional State. Two weeks 
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ago, the Addis Ababa City Administration declared that it was ready to take serious action against 

businesses suspected of price gouging. Additionally, the Administration has also decreed a freeze 

on rent across the capital for a period of 90 days. Evictions are also banned (Fortune, 14 September 

2021). 

Price control. MoTI announced its decision to directly put up for sale hoarded items including 

different kinds of iron and metals such as rebar, angle iron and sheet metals hoarded in 13 different 

places in Addis Ababa confiscated by its task force.  The metals worth around 7 billion birr would 

be sold on the market. That would raise the supply of such construction inputs while the income 

generated would go to the government. The Ministry also stated that it is going after those that 

hoard edible oil and other basic commodities. Confiscated items would similarly be sold on the 

market (Reporter 28 August 2021). 

 

• Price incentive. The Ministry of Finance (MoF) decided to exempt tax and tariff levied on some 

basic food commodities in an effort to control inflation and stabilize the market. The commodities 

on which tax and tariff are fully exempted are wheat, edible oil, sugar and rice. This is hoped to 

encourage businesses willing to import the items while helping the government control the surge 

in food prices Value added tax on egg, spaghetti and macaroni have also been exempted. 

Other incentive to control food prices have been: 

a) Government purchase of sugar as well as of 53 million litres of edible oil to be distributed 

for the public at a fair price;  

b) Government extension of the Franco-Valuta License permit to import basic goods without 

foreign currency for the next six months (Ethiopian Monitor, 5 September 2021);  

c) As reported before, measures to promote import substitution and agri-business incentives 

(the Sheger Bread Factory, the largest bakery and flour plant, and a number of edible oil 

plants) largely targeted at the end of the value chain.  

However as reported in the press, the ultimate retail price offered to the consumers is still the 

same or rising month after month, year after year (Capital, 10 September 2021).  

 

• Coffee.  Benefit Corporation for Africa (BCA) and five Ethiopian Coffee Grower Cooperative Unions 

(Sidama, Yirgachefe, Oromia, Limunaria and Ketamudiga Coffee Farmers’ Cooperative Unions) 

have signed a Memorandum of Understanding that aims at shortening the supply chain and 

ensuring benefits of farmers. During the MoU signing ceremony, Ministry of Trade and Industry 

noted that Ethiopia exported over 900 million USD worth coffee and close to 25 percent of the 

total export last Ethiopian fiscal year. Though Ethiopian farmers produce the finest coffee, the 

Ministry revealed that they receive one of the lowest prices of all growers globally and struggle to 

make their livelihood. He pointed out that the Ethiopian Diaspora can play a pivotal role in 

promoting Ethiopian products and expanding market access for products such as coffee. The 

signing of the MoU was said to signify the birth of the idea Benefit Cooperation that aspires to 

leverage the power of business but advance the greater good socially, economically and 

environmentally. (ENA, 16 September 2021) 

• Export revenues. Recalling that some 927 million US Dollar was secured from coffee export trade 

during the last budget year, the MoA announced its plan to secure 1.2 billion USD from the export 

trade of coffee during the current 2014 Ethiopian fiscal year. This is planned to be achieved by 

increasing coffee productivity, improving technologies and providing adequate support to the 

investors engaged in the sector The Minister said attention has been given to modernize the coffee 

sector and efforts are underway to support the sector with technology (ENA, 5 September 2021). 

• With the facilitation of Coffee and Tea Authority, seven Coffee Industry Lobby Groups have agreed 

to forge an alliance to gain bargaining power and deal with hurdles holding coffee farming from 

showing improvement in yield. These include the Ethiopian Women in Coffee, the Ethiopian Coffee 

Roasters Association, the Ethiopian Coffee Growers, Producers and Exporters Association, the 

Ethiopian Coffee Exporters Association, and the Coffee Farmers’ Cooperative Unions of Oromia, 

Southern and Sidama Regional States. They pledged to strengthen ties and form a single lobby 
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group. Industry players believe the move will enable them to address major bottlenecks in the 

coffee sector, including the dispute over the implementation of vertical integration, a system 

directly connecting suppliers with farmers without the involvement of the Ethiopian Commodity 

Exchange (Fortune 26 September 2021). 

 

• Finance. Effective 8 September 2021, the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) instructed all the 

commercial banks to provide loans to coffee growers and businesses involved in the value chain. 

The coffee industry has become the latest to be exempted from the freeze on collateralised loans 

the central bank imposed last month. However, authorities have since eased restrictions to enable 

commercial banks to process asset-based collateral loans to producers of edible oil and importers 

borrowing to settle letters of credit. The coffee sector is the latest on the list of exemptions 

(Fortune 18 September 2021). 

• The freeze that the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) placed on asset-based loans could not apply to 

microfinance institutions (MFIs). According to the Bank, the MFI are exempted from the freeze, 

irrespective of the types of loans they make. The decision came over a month after the freeze on 

collateralised loans was first communicated through text messages to executives of commercial 

banks, while the central bank had offered no official clarification on whether the same rule applied 

to MFIs. The misunderstanding on whether MFIs should comply with the freeze pushed some of 

them to suspend providing collateralised loans to their borrowers temporarily (Fortune 26 

September 2021). 

 

• Contract farming. Agribusiness firms without a contractual agreement with crop farmers are no 

longer allowed to export, following the expiration of a deadline set by the MoTI (last week of 

August 2021). The authorities introduced the restriction claiming to clamp down on illicit trade, but 

the short registration window and lack of notice mean many are left out. The Ministry said that it 

is a part of an effort to allow smallholder farmers access to commercial and export markets 

(Fortune 18 September 2021).  

 

• End of year. The Ethiopian New Year’s market has been saturated by over-priced goods with items 

having prices of an all-time high. Holiday shopping always has the tendency to dig into the pockets 

of consumers with market price escalating at an alarming level. The past Ethiopian year has been 

marked by many economic, social and political events, making it among one of the most important 

years in the history of the country (Reporter, 11 September 2021) 
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2.     Nominal Prices month of September 2021 (from selected markets in Addis Ababa) 
(the complete weekly price variation spreadsheet is available at request) 
 

 
 
 

COVID Crisis  -  Food basket price monitoring 

No Comodities Unit 30-Mar 28-Sep 26-Oct 30-Nov 31-Dec 29-Jan 28-Feb 31-Mar 30-Apr 31-May 30-Jun 31-Jul 31-Aug 30-Sep %

1 Wheat Kg 26 29 31 31 33 34 40 40 43 43 48 55 47 50 92.31%

2 Teff Kg 35 44 43 43 44 44 51 50 52 50 54 53 55 54 54.29%

3 Maize Kg 16 16 17 17 17 16 19 20 19 19 30 33 27 38 137.50%

4 Coffee Kg 150 190 185 195 195 200 185 190 150 198 235 240 285 280 86.67%

5 Garden pea Kg 60 53 60 63 59 60 65 63 50 51 68 60 59 77 28.33%

6 Faba bean Kg 50 52 58 65 58 63 63 60 53 50 58 60 58 60 20.00%

7 Lentils Kg 75 73 73 70 73 70 80 90 83 83 110 120 113 108 44.00%

8 Tomatos Kg 13 28 24 29 27 14 16 17 20 27 15 20 21 26 100.00%

9 Carrots Kg 15 21 24 25 25 24 35 42 50 50 50 50 37 38 153.33%

10 Onion Kg 20 28 20 21 17 16 16 13 13 17 14 20 29 42 110.00%

11 Potatoes Kg 16 15 14 14 16 16 17 17 18 20 12 18 24 15 -6.25%

12 Meat beef Kg 280 280 260 260 260 250 290 280 280 380 340 340 413 380 35.71%

13 Sugar Kg 35 40 44 44 40 46 47 47 42 45 60 58 50 59 68.57%

14 Oil Ltr 85 90 86 84 88 98 110 115 110 117 130 130 133 116 36.47%

UNIT price total 876 959 939 961 952 951 1034 1044 983 1150 1224 1257 1351 1343 53.31%

Unit price variation per week -12 7 22 -9 -1 83 10 -61 167 74 33 94 -8

Cumulative unit price variation 83 63 85 76 75 158 168 107 274 348 381 475 467

% price variation per week -1.24% 0.75% 2.34% -0.94% -0.11% 8.73% 0.97% -5.84% 16.99% 6.43% 2.70% 7.49% -0.62%

% Cumulative unit price variation9.47% 7.19% 9.70% 8.68% 8.56% 18.04% 19.18% 12.21% 31.28% 39.73% 43.49% 54.24% 53.31%

% Yearly unit price variation 19.2% 11.8% 17.7% 25.5% 28.5% 37.3% 40.0%

2021
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3.  Methodology followed 
 

• Commodity price data is collected in Addis Ababa City.  

• Fourteen commodities are monitored: cereals (wheat, tef and maize), pulses (garden pea, 
Faba bean and lentils), vegetables (tomatoes, carrots, and onions), potatoes, beverage 
(coffee), meat (beef), cooking oil and sugar.  

• The common purchasing practice of households for their ordinary food supply has been 
guiding the selection of the food items. Households may not buy all items at any given 
time but their purchase frequency was confirmed by 10 retail shop owners, 5 vegetable 
stall operators, 5 grain retailing and flour mills, and 5 Kebele Consumer Associations 
owned shop vendors.  

• For each items, weekly prices are obtained from five price informants. The informants are 
the shops and stalls frequented by the majority of the buyers. For the purpose of 
triangulation, prices of vegetables (tomatoes, carrots and onions) and potatoes are also 
collected from outdoor Gulit operators and roaming wheelbarrow vendors. 

• The prices indicated in the weekly price monitoring report are averages of the nominal 
selling prices obtained from the five informants in the four markets visited. 

• The five markets usually covered are major retail outlets visited by the majority of buyers. 
They include:  

o Shola Market (the major retail outlet for cereals, and vegetables in north eastern 
Addis Ababa (Yeka sub-city);  

o Meri market (important retail outlet in northern Addis Ababa (Bole sub-city);  
o Gerji market (located in Bole sub-city, important retail outlet in eastern part of the 

city);  
o Akaki market (important retail and wholesale outlet in Southern part of Addis 

Ababa (Akak-Kality sub-city) and  
o Rwanda area market (Bole sub-city). 
o To widen representativeness of the price data collected, this week, the assessment 

also covered Aware and Agoza markets which are situated in Kazanchis area, Yeka 
Sub city.  

•  Prices have also been collected from Gulele major wholesale outlet (transferred from Jan-
Meda and formerly from Piazza, Arada sub-city due to the pandemic), but have not been 
considered since it is a wholesale market for retailers than a consumer market. 

 

 
 
 
 
 


